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14 April 2015 

 

Bank of China (Hong Kong) named the Best Retail Bank in Hong Kong  

by The Asian Banker 

 

Bank of China (Hong Kong) (“BOCHK”) is named the Best Retail Bank 2015 in Hong Kong by 

The Asian Banker in its International Excellence in Retail Financial Services Programme in 

recognition of the Bank’s outstanding performance in retail banking business. 

 

The Asian Banker commended that BOCHK maintained a comfortable loan-to-deposit ratio and 

grew its personal loan book, including residential mortgage loan. The Bank is able to maintain 

the leading position in its core area of mortgage loan while adopting stringent risk management 

and credit control. For cards and wealth management, the Bank succeeded in increasing its 

product penetration ratio into the middle- and high-end customer segments. 

 

Ms Joanne Lam, Deputy General Manager of Personal Banking and Product Management, 

BOCHK, said, “It is our honour to receive this prestigious award which acknowledges our 

success in growing our franchise, particularly in the development of our deposits and loans, 

cards and wealth management businesses. With the vision of becoming customers’ premier bank, 

we are committed to driving continuous enhancement in our service capabilities, quality and 

efficiency. We will also continue to capitalise on our strong RMB franchise and work closely 

with Bank of China, our parent bank, to enhance our one-stop RMB as well as cross-border 

banking services for personal customers both locally and around the world.” 

 

The Asian Banker’s International Excellence in Retail Financial Services Programme has 

granted awards to outstanding institutions in consumer banking that demonstrate a long-term 

sustainable franchise, based on strong business processes leading to a consistent and profitable 

performance. It recognises financial institutions for their vision, execution and market-leading 

propositions that can make real impact to the bank and its consumers. A stringent three-month 

evaluation process based on a balanced scorecard is used to determine the winners and the 

positions of various banks. The competition is keen this year with over 250 participating banks 

in 40 countries within the Asia-Pacific region, Central Asia, the Middle East and Africa. 

 

-End- 

 
About Bank of China (Hong Kong) Limited 

Bank of China (Hong Kong) Limited (“BOCHK”) is a leading listed commercial banking group in Hong Kong. 

With over 260 branches, more than 610 ATMs and other distribution channels in Hong Kong, BOCHK and its 

subsidiaries offer a comprehensive range of financial products and services to personal and corporate customers. 

BOCHK is one of the three note issuing banks in Hong Kong and also the Clearing Bank for Renminbi business in 

Hong Kong. In addition, the BOCHK Group (comprising BOCHK, Nanyang Commercial Bank and Chiyu 

Banking Corporation) and its subsidiaries have 42 branches and sub-branches in the Mainland of China to 

provide cross-border banking services to customers in Hong Kong and the Mainland.  

 

BOC Hong Kong (Holdings) Limited, BOCHK’s holding company, began trading on the main board of the Stock 

Exchange of Hong Kong on 25 July 2002, with stock code “2388”, ADR OTC Symbol “BHKLY”. 

 


